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DK Analytics, Post #39: People’s money silver to outshine gold after “bond implosion?” 5/31/2018
Trade weighted US$: 89.36; US 10-yr: 2.85%; S&P 500: 2,724; Oil: $68.11; Gold: $1,307; Silver: $16.52
Long-term UK silver to gold ratio

ICE BofAML US high yield BB option-adjusted spread (to 10-year Treasuries)

?

Sources: Foundation for the study of cycles, SLG & https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/BAMLH0A1HYBB
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A bit of silver history:
Silver has a long history as a monetary asset dating back at least 2,500 years, namely to the Persian Empire:

Source: www.visualcapitalist.com/silver-series-many-phases-silver-part-1-4

Silver demonetization efforts in the US, underpinned by dominant European efforts to drop “bimetallism” in favor of
a gold monetary standard, date back to 1873. Meanwhile, silver certificates -- dollar notes payable in silver to bearer
on demand -- were issued in the US between 1878 - 1964 as part of its circulation of precious metals-backed currency.
Ironically, silver certificates outlasted gold certificates, whose circulation ended in 1933 in symphony with President
Roosevelt’s executive order #6102, which made it illegal for US citizens to store gold coins, gold bullion, and gold
certificates within the continental US. (The resulting 1933 theft -- codified lawlessness -- is legendary.)
Due to a widespread, 145-year effort to demonetize (stripping a currency unit of its status as legal tender) silver on
the one hand and the ensuing silver mining supply spikes on the other hand, silver, over time, has lost value relative
to gold. This is best expressed by the silver to gold ratio, which has historically moved between 15 Troy ounces (“oz”)
of silver buying one oz (or a metric measurement such as grams) of gold to 100 oz of silver being required to purchase
one oz of gold. We are currently at 79 oz of silver being required to purchase one oz of gold, i.e., silver is historically
very cheap relative to gold. And in stark contrast, silver is currently being mined at slightly less than 10:1 to gold.
Due to the 1792 Coinage Act, the silver/gold price ratio in the US was fixed at 15:1, which meant that 15 Troy ounces
of silver were required to buy one Troy ounce of gold; a ratio of 15.5:1 was enacted in France in 1803. The average
silver/gold price ratio during the 20th century, however, was 47:1, quite the contrast to 79:1.

Silver supply and demand stats:
Mined supply, which accounted for an outsized 86% of global demand last year, decreased by 4% in 2017, the second
year of decline. Meanwhile, the silver scrap supply, which has accounted for between 25% and 14% (more recently)
of global silver supply over the past decade, keeps shrinking:
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Sources: GFMS, Thomson Reuters, www.silverinstitute.org/scrap-supply/

On the demand side, industrial consumption, which comprised 59% of demand in 2017, is returning to nominal growth
(4% in 2017) thanks in the main to impressive photovoltaic demand, which rose 19% in 2017 to 94.1m oz, the result
of a 24% increase in global solar panel installations. Brazing alloy and solder silver fabrication recorded a 4% annual
rise to 57.5m oz, boosted principally by solid growth in China and Japan. The third biggest historical source of
demand, investors, reduced their bullion purchases by over 27% in 2017 to 151m oz, accounting for 15% of demand.
When reviewing a decade of global silver supply and demand, note that a) mine-extraction accounted for “only” 80%
of supply and b) that the net balance of silver in 2017 stood at negative 35m oz, marking 10 years of silver demand
exceeding mined silver supply and 10 years during which demand outstripped all sources of supply:

Source: www.silverinstitute.org/silver-supply-demand/; http://www.hecla-mining.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/WorldSilverSurvey2017.pdf
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Our bigger point: silver, a $14bn mined market at current spot prices, is typified by demand exceeding supply for a
decade. Moreover, the robustness of silver demand should be underpinned by broadening industrial use applications
over time -- and possibly markedly so, especially in medicine/cancer treatments. Somewhat paradoxically, the silver
market is also characterized by growing identifiable above-ground silver bullion stocks (p. 37), the progeny of a period
of heightened investor demand, which would support 33 months of current silver consumption (demand).
Solid demand is the result of silver’s unique thermal, conductive, resistive (p. 21), and reflective qualities -- which
generally makes per unit of production silver demand quite inelastic -- coupled with silver’s generally low overall cost
of goods sold (COGS) “footprint” as regards the multitude of products in which it is “embedded.” As an extreme case
in point, consider that silver in an iPhone amounts to about .34g or .01 oz ($0.17 at current spot price). At the other
end of the spectrum, implementation of technological advances and substitution, or econ 101, are still at work in
growth industries, such as photovoltaic (PV) or panels, where unit volume growth is driven by falling prices/expanded
affordability made possible by declining unit costs of production. With silver accounting for 15% - 25% of COGS of
PV panels, it has been a “fat” cost reduction target. Silver unit cost reduction has been achieved through reducing
silver content in panels by an average of 7% p.a. over a decade. Yet, in typical growth industry fashion, unit volume
growth has offset lower “content.” In addition, silver’s unique properties limits substitution efforts (p. 21).
Once discarded, “scattered above-ground” silver often ends up in landfills. Expensive to recover silver coupled with
145 years of demonetization also help explain why, despite over 1.6m metric tons (52.8bn oz or $863bn currently) of
mined silver since recorded history, there are only an est. 2.8bn oz of identifiable above-ground silver bullion stocks.
In contrast to gold, silver’s leading industrial use has made a large section of above-ground silver difficult to profitably
access and recycle (e.g., only about 10% of smartphones get recycled), most especially at today’s low Ag prices.
Thus, as long as the dominating end markets for products featuring “specks of silver content” grow, overall industrial
demand for mined silver, where output growth looks increasingly difficult (details below), should rise fairly independently of the silver price, barring a massive and sustained silver price rise.
Such a rise would clearly underpin lower usage or substitution efforts on the demand side (especially where silver is
a material COGS component, such as in PV panels) and “melt supply” expansion via sizable silver jewelry and silverware coming to market. As jewelry and silverware have typically accounted for some 25% of demand, they could
constitute a material source of supply in a very elevated silver price world. Yet we’d be remiss if we didn’t state that
at today’s silver price of $16.52 per oz, even if recent jewelry and silverware demand were “flipped” into “melt supply,” we’d only be referring to $4.3bn worth of silver; at $50 silver, $13.1bn; at $100 silver, $26bn. While these are
gargantuan numbers in a tiny market currently dominated by industrial demand, they are investment world “rounding
errors,” which will be THE pivotal point, esp. when considering that investment demand is stoked by higher Ag prices!
In contrast to solid demand, mined silver supply growth, which has turned nominally negative over the past two years
(see preceding page), looks like it will be increasingly challenged over the long term as extraction of precious (rare)
metals becomes progressively harder, especially on the heels of 150 years of mushrooming silver mining extraction:

Source: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0921344913002747
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To get a truly long-term silver mined supply perspective, the reader may find the silver mining statistics below of
interest. And as you examine the unsustainable rise of rare silver extraction below, you may find it of interest to see
just how little silver is actually “unearthed” (compared to other metals & oil) annually, courtesy of a great website.
Metric tons (MT) of silver mined over select time periods
(one MT = 32,151 Troy ounces or “oz”)
Millions of

Cumulative

MT mined

MT p.a. avg

"oz" p.a.

MT mined

3000 - 600 BC

56,000

23

1

56,000

600 BC - 1,000

75,000

47

2

131,000

Time period

1000 - 1492*

106,000

215

7

237,000

1492 - 1930

465,000

1,062

34

702,000

1930 - 2004

650,000

9,028

290

1,352,000

2004 - 2013

157,000

17,444

561

1,509,000

2013 - 2017

134,587

26,917

865

1,643,587

* - Columbus' discovery of the Americas in 1492 unleashed huge growth in silver mining, which was later “spiked” by fossil fuel-leveraged mining. Sources: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0921344913002747, www.silverinstitute.org/silver-supply-demand, www.usgs.gov

When juxtaposing surging silver mining output -- especially over the past century -- against an element whose relative
abundance, at 69th place, is only 1 spot ahead of gold, it appears entirely plausible that peak extraction is near:
Estimated peak silver extraction (“burn-off” time is known reserves/present extraction)

Source: https://ac.els-cdn.com/S0921344913002747/1-s2.0-S0921344913002747-main.pdf?_tid=0a4a325c-de55-4fc3-a4f0-e2a78ff83d16&acdnat=1526386101_520505e62e85ab17524757266d202708

Commensurately, estimated global silver reserves* (3% of all mined**) and potential reserve life may be quite limited:
Reserves in m of oz

Annual demand in m of oz

Theoretical reserve life (years)

17,040

1,052

16.2

Source: https://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/silver/mcs-2018-silve.pdf
* Note: Reserves data are dynamic. Reserves may be reduced as ore is mined and/or the feasibility of extraction diminishes, or, more commonly, they may continue to
increase as additional deposits (known or recently discovered) are developed, or currently exploited deposits are more thoroughly explored and/or new technology or
economic variables improve their economic feasibility. (Author observation: if fossil fuel-based energy costs soar or availability shrinks, mining output will collapse.)
** Gold reserves are estimated to be 1,736m oz, or about 28% of all mined (above-ground) gold, while annual demand of about 88m oz points to a 19.6-yr reserve life

Finally, should global industrial growth soften or even plunge, so would lead/zinc and copper mining, which together
accounted for 59% of silver extraction in 2017. Therefore, shrinking demand would be offset, at least to a material
degree, albeit it with a time lag, by shrinking supply. Dwindling “dual source” mined supply would be complemented
by reduced “pure silver” mining, which in the US is close to the true “all in cost” breakeven at the current silver price.
Meanwhile, miners generally face rising unit costs due to a) increasingly difficult extraction geologies and b) to rising
energy prices. When one combines ebbing silver extraction with declining silver scrap supply, a lingering silver
supply overhang sustainably denting the silver price appears unlikely, especially when considering that “substitution
back to silver” in the flagship industrial applications demand driver will also kick in, should silver prices droop.

Big picture strategic silver price drivers expressed in fiat dollars/fiat currencies:
Consistent with the factors mentioned above, a secularly bullish supply constraint story:
▪ Annual value of global silver extraction (about 850m oz of mining) at current silver spot price: about $14bn.
▪ [Annual value of global gold extraction (about 88m oz of mining) at current gold spot price: about $115bn].
▪ Signs of peak silver extraction abound, scrap is increasingly limited, and the current price discourages mining.
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Meanwhile, increasingly constructive secular demand for silver looks like a good bet for the following reasons:
▪ Potentially huge “small investor” demand once confidence in our debt-laced, failing fiat monetary system craters.
▪ State-led re-monetization of silver and gold, the only constitutional form of money, at the state level. If this gains
momentum, it will not only sharply raise demand for PM, but it will undermine fiat currency’s purchasing power.
▪ Eventually, Main Street’s readiness to protect savings from corrosive real-world inflation will assert itself. PM
(precious metals) are well known to preserve purchasing power over time.
▪ Vastly expanding income and wealth gaps due to unprecedented statism and cronyism (TARP, ZIRP, and QE).
That same crony capitalism has vastly benefitted Wall Street, K Street, the C-Suite (pp. 5 & 6), and illegal third
world immigrants (e.g., by way of redistributionist budget deficits financed via Treasury purchases by the Fed).
This has been at the expense of Main Street “makers,” savers, and pension returns. Ultimately, as history shows,
“the people” will revisit the constitutional antidote to monetary tyranny/fiat money, i.e., more affordable silver.
▪ At least nominal industrial demand growth is likely -- with distinct potential for more rapid growth (tech drivers).
Monetary base “explosions” enable unsustainable debt creation and misallocations, assuring fiat currency destruction:
▪ The global monetary base is up $16trn since 2007 due largely to central bank purchases of debt, which, in turn,
via fractional reserve banking, enabled a $70trn increase in world debt over 10 years to $237trn, 3.1x global GDP:

Sources: https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-03-10/21-trillion-and-rising-how-central-banks-are-lboing-world-one-stunning-chart, central banks,
www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-10/global-debt-jumped-to-record-237-trillion-last-year

▪
▪

Average annual (gross) global bond issuance (p. 49) bet/ 2007 & 2016: $15trn, the leveraged progeny of QE.
Total global debt: $237trn, up $21trn in past year ended December 31st, 2017.

Portfolio allocation -- the law of small PM exposure “overlaid” on PMs’ scarcity suggests massively higher PM prices:
▪ Estimated global investable assets (bonds, stocks, & AI with an approximate “65/30/5 split”): $278trn.
▪ Estimated private investment in physical gold (1.3bn oz using rounding) at current spot price: $1.7trn.
▪ Estimated current precious metals exposure (essentially Au) as a % of global investable assets: 0.6%.
▪ Estimated 1960, “Bretton Woods” standard gold exposure as a % of global investable assets (below): 5.0%.

Source: http://bmg-group.com/gold-zero-risk-monetary-asset/
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▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

The value of above-ground gold (6.1bn oz or 190K MT, nearly all reclaimable) at the current price: $8.0trn.
Identifiable value of above-ground silver bullion stocks (2.8bn oz or 87K MT) at the current price: $46bn.
(As silver jewelry and silverware has accounted for roughly 25% of modern day silver demand, we’ll loosely
assume that 25% of all silver ever mined, or 13.2bn oz, or $218bn at $16.52 silver, “rests” here, which we’ll
speculatively add in “melt value” to $46bn; $262bn in readily reclaimable silver is 3.3% of reclaimable gold.)
As regards private investable assets, moving from 0.6% PM exposure (almost exclusively gold) to 1% exposure
-- and assuming the current gold price ($1,307) and sustained high bond and stock valuations -- would require
2.1bn oz of private gold investment, or an additional 0.8bn oz or 800m oz of gold, or the rough equivalent of 9
years of mining at current extraction rates. (We have a go at the paper gold conundrum in the conclusion.)
In terms adding silver exposure, let us simply revisit the puny $14bn mined supply at the current silver price.

Silver, at 79:1 to gold, could be gold on steroids and fiat money on booster rockets in the years ahead given:
▪ That at current PM prices, $262bn worth of readily reclaimable silver is not only a 3.3% rounding error compared
to the value of reclaimable gold, it is a 0.1% rounding error compared to global investable assets of some $278trn.
▪ That silver, the people’s money, was historically -- prior to widespread central bank silver demonetization kicked
off in 1873 -- valued at between 10 – 20x gold, which approximated how it came out of the ground relative to
gold. If silver keeps coming out of the ground at slightly less than 10:1 to gold, then the silver to gold ratio will
narrow markedly from 79:1 to between 10:1 and 20:1 to reflect “geology” as diluted by gold’s superior (much
more compact) monetary attributes.
▪ That surely the global despots and plutocrats already have gold allocations, but few people, especially in OECD
countries, have any material silver positions. When confidence in our global fiat Ponzi scheme is lost, perhaps
due to sovereign defaults, unprecedented corporate and/or consumer credit defaults, “credit freezes,” stock market
swoons, growing defined benefit plan pension “crew-cuts,” declining access to bank account deposits (Greece,
revisited), activated bail-in legislation, surging unemployment, political instability, etc. -- frankly, these ailments
are tied at the financial repression/toxic public policy stew hip -- there could be a “stampede” into silver by “the
people.” Add in the much more pronounced dollar-based silver supply constraints than is the case in gold, and
silver priced in fiat currencies should “leapfrog” gold’s percentage price rise as also expressed in fiat currencies.
▪ Finally, at some point central bank monetary bases will have to again be anchored in gold in order to regain
confidence in fractional reserve banking, if that’s even possible. Simple calculations on 40% gold backing of the
global money supply -- which restored or maintained confidence in the past -- juxtaposed against “official sector”
gold holdings suggest gold will need to rise to around $10,124 per oz. This would bode well on the critical global
money supply stability front, reducing fear-based monetary deflation risks while simultaneously dampening
heightened secular monetary inflation risks from “metastasizing.” The latter attribute would be thanks to 1% 2% growth in above-ground gold, which fortuitously happens to be the rough equivalent of sustainable real GDP
growth (population growth plus productivity growth). The re-monetization of gold at central bank balance sheets
should see a 7.8-fold increase in today’s gold price based on current global money supply statistics. And, as
stated, in such a world we think dual-use silver, a $14bn mined market with above-ground silver much more
dispersed than gold, would not only increase in sympathy with gold, but should close the 79:1 gap markedly,
possibly abetted by an upcoming “street and state level” re-monetization of silver that could “go global.”

Conclusion -- it’s all about precious metals scarcity and (the loss of) confidence in the status quo:
Recall that fiat money, throughout history, has a 27-year average life expectancy, with a retooled monetary system
required every 30 to 40 years; we are almost 47 years into a global, post-Bretton Woods fiat currency system featuring
mushrooming central bank balance sheets, profound asset bubbles, exploding public and private sector debt, rampant
and PC-based misallocations, reduced property right protections, and vanishing productivity growth -- which is why
debt is “through the roof.” Call it the fiat currency legacy. Speaking of legacies, what happens, over the course of
history, to countries that abandon PM-backed currency does not make for good reading.
Against that backdrop, gold and silver have been in a 6.5-year bear market which appears to be forming a base from
which to rally. Manipulation of gold and silver prices by the fiat money puppeteers is well-known, so we won’t waste
any key strokes here. In a nutshell, PM prices have not reflected the massive, $16trn expansion in central bank balance
sheets since 2007, nor the QE-enabled $70trn increase in global debt. In short, PM, excellent stores of value because
they have “stand alone” intrinsic value (p. 7), represent accumulated wealth instead of debt or increasingly ill-defined
promises to pay “in full” in the future, and thus preserve purchasing power over time.
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PM prices have also not reflected much higher QE-generated monetary inflation risk. Plus, gold and silver prices
have not reflected rising credit market illiquidity, counterparty, and the associated contagion risks, which conspired
to nearly bring down the global financial system in 2008 and are much more significant risks today. Lastly, PM prices
have not (yet) “priced in” rising and insurmountable global insolvency risks, including an untenable $427trn in offbalance sheet derivatives exposure by leading financial institutions to rising interest rates.
Creditors that cannot preserve purchasing power or have repayment risk, even in nominal terms, will demand very
high bond yields. This can result in low outstanding bond prices quite quickly, i.e., once misplaced confidence morphs
into fear. Given record increases in global debt and nose-bleed debt-to-GDP in the US and globally, refinancing will
also become become prohibitively expensive amidst an upcoming “reversion beyond the bond yield mean.”
We had a preview of coming US bond implosion attractions in the early ‘80s after a decade of “stagflation,” yet total
US debt at year-end 1980 was 1.6x US GDP -- it’s now 3.4x US GDP. And we suggest, with our “surging yield
arrow” on the FRED junk bond yield spread chart on p. 1, that this is a virtually foregone conclusion in the high yield
arena, where corporate yields will shoot higher still on the back of rising benchmark rates, widening spreads (to Treasuries), much higher corporate debt levels, and weak GDP growth. When government bonds increasingly discount
rising secular monetary inflation risks (the historical path to hyperinflation has typically been via debt-induced deflation responded to by the printing press) and outright defaults where nations can’t print money, bond yields will skyrocket. The latter is especially apt from today’s financial repression determined low yield levels. The upcoming huge
revaluation of bonds, RE, stocks, and currencies constitutes the “reset,” especially as priced in PM.
Important to recall is that highly political fiat money regimes -- our current financial system -- inevitably deal with
widespread insolvency via the printing press because they can, for as long as they can, thereby morphing a repayment
default into an inflationary default. This is precisely why fiat money spawned, debt-induced deflation risks starting
to manifest themselves (now?) are best allocated for by purchasing PM, led by “tiny” gold and “microscopic” silver.

Source. DK Analytics author comment: the valuations of the asset classes above aren’t static given both market fluctuations and net new
securities issued; in fact, the above valuations deviate from today’s reality. That said, the point of the above inverted pyramid is to shine
light on just how absolutely and relatively rare PM, “real money” since recorded history began, are. Also, the pyramid highlights what an
only minor reallocation towards mining supply-constrained PM in a “financial crisis” would bring forth, i.e., much higher PM equilibrium
prices (above-ground PM would get new owners). And while portfolio managers’ charters are known to forbid purchases of physical
metal, we envision paper PM exposure would be so heavily sought that the stark underlying lack of physical PM would be exposed (delivery
failure), initiating physical gold purchases insisted upon by managed accounts with clout, charters be damned (and ultimately revised).
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For explosive upside silver price potential flavor, consider this: if “only” 20m Americans (6% of the population) each
bought $700 worth of silver at current prices, it would speak for one year’s worth of silver extraction! Globally, …
Could “the people,” a revival of federalism, the return of constitutional money in US states, state-based precious
metals storage and payment infrastructure, and precious metals-backed debit cards spark a global return to “bimetallism,” which would, needless to say, place a much higher floor under silver prices. 15:1, revisited, or $675 silver?
Less speculatively stated, or perhaps more realistic, especially over the next few years, a loss in confidence in our
unsustainable fiat money Keynesianism and the related bond and stock valuation bubbles will be the likely trigger.
Evaporating trust could be sparked at any time for virtually any number of reasons, including a very brief round of
“QT” (central bank bond sales, p. 6) pricking the bond bubble (slide 9) and perhaps ending a 37-year bond bull market.
Such an “impossible” development, which would also slam stock valuations (slide 6), would likely result in a flight
to PM safety in fairly short order with the following caveat: highly liquid gold may first be sold to finance margin
calls or other commitments, initially pressuring gold -- and by extension, silver -- prices, as occurred in 2008, followed
by outsized gains. Alternatively, a variety of “financial horrors” could precede embryonic QT, including of course a
contagion triggered by money center bank solvency or liquidity issues given the interconnectedness of global finance.
Given central bankers asset bubble fixations and the inability of the globe’s interest rate sensitive, over-indebted,
property rights-eviscerating, failing productivity economy (thanks once again to our toxic public policy stew as enabled by the printing press) to maintain even modest growth should the cost of funds rise, it is our conviction that any
emergent QT would have to be reversed quickly with possibly unheralded rounds of QE, which would truly ignite PM
prices as everyone would see that currency debasement is the central bankers’ “only answer.” The ultimate implications of this on bond prices, including government bonds, which are denominated in fiat currencies, would be dire.
2008, revisited, but with OECD government bonds, at current bubble valuations, no longer viewed as safe havens?
We think so. This will be biggest reset of all. Plus, we think PM will wrest their traditional safe haven role back from
fiat money “junk” bonds, which we believe will be viewed in an increasingly wealth preservation toxic and purchasing
power confiscating light. Call it the late ‘70s and early ‘80s, revisited only worse. Call it reversion beyond the mean,
which is what ALWAYS happens, otherwise known as “boom and bust.”
A global surge in gold demand to protect against dissipating wealth allocated to bonds and stocks -- ample reason on
its own to propel under-owned, supply limited gold’s price much higher -- would pull along silver in sympathy, the
other historical monetary metal (in the US, until 1964). In fact, we believe silver, for reasons of (waning) familiarity
and affordability, will be what the people will ultimately resort to buying to protect themselves from increasingly
debased fiat money.
And if $10,000 gold (we’re rounding down) is required to reinstall global monetary confidence and avoid a deflationary collapse of the global money supply courtesy of a “diving” money multiplier, or a reduced proclivity to borrow/spend, then we foresee a silver price that would go up much more than gold’s projected 7.8-fold increase from its
current price over the next few years.
When exactly? When confidence is shattered, as econ 101, finance 202, valuation 303, and politics 404 dictate must
occur in the not too distant future -- and it could happen tomorrow. Literally. The reasons for silver’s projected “gold
plus” gains have been stated, and they can be summed up as 1) geology (“10:1”), 2) the more “scattered” state of
above ground silver, 3) complimentary industrial demand, and 4) greater affordability (than gold) yet second-to-gold
strategic wealth preservation and purchasing power protection attributes.
In closing, two caveats are called for: first, “fiat money on booster rockets” silver price gains, which we anticipate,
would of course be nominal in nature. Real gains, which will likely be substantial given long-standing PM price
suppression, would of course be tempered by currency debasement induced inflation, which could -- and probably
will -- rage out of control down the road given the “historical father of hyperinflation,” namely debt-induced deflation
incubated in fiat money regimes. Second, the silver price is much more volatile than the gold price, which investors
(not speculators) find undesirable. This attribute could dilute silver’s ability to narrow the current 79:1 silver to gold
ratio.
Sincerely, Dan Kurz, CFA, www.dkanalytics.com
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